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Abstract. The long-period perturbations in the ornit of the Lageos satellite due to the earth's
albedo have been found using a new analytical formalism. The earth is assumed to be a sphere
whose surface diffusely reflects sunlight according to Lambert's law. Specular reflection is not
considered. The formalism is based on spherical harmonics; it produces equations which hold
regardless of whether the terminator is seen by the satellite or not. Specializing; to the case of a
realistic zonal albedo shows that Lageos' orbital semimajor axis changes periodically by only a few
millimeters and the eccentricity by one part in 10 5 . The longitude of the node increases secularly
by about 3 x 10 -4 arc sec yr -1 . The effect considered here can explain neither the secular decay
of 1.1 mm d ly -1
 in the semimajor axis nor the observed along-track variations ;n acceleration of
order 2 x 10 -1 ` ms--2.
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1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with an analytical treatment of what is commonly called "the albedo prob-
lem", and how it relates to the orbit of the Lageos satellite.
The basic idea behind the albedo problem is this: sunlight is diffusely reflected by the earth up
to an orbiting satellite. The radiation pressure of the incident light exerts a force on the satellite.
The task is to find this force and its effect on the satellite's orbit. For an early review of the albedo
problem, see Smith (1970). For some specific previous papers see Lochry (1966), and those cited
in the next few paragraphs, as well as the ones cited by Smith (1970).
The albedo problem is important because reflected sunlight significantly perturbs the orbits of
satellites with high surface-to-mass ratios, such as the ball ,_oi-, satellite Pag:os (Prior, 1970; Laut-
man, 1977a, 1977b; and Zerbini (1980).
It is also important to know how reflected sunlight affects the Lageos satellite, even though it is
small and dense. A high-precision orbit is necessary for Lageos' mission o, accurately measuring
tectonic olate motion, polar motion, and length-of-day (S.-iith and Dunn, 198U). Smith (1983) has
even speculated that the unexplained variations in along-track acceleration which have magnitude
—2 x 10 — 12 ms-2 (e.g., Rubincar g and Weiss, 1985) are due to reflected sunlight. Anselmo et A
(1983) support this view, while Walch (1982) finds this mechanism to be about an order-of-magni-
tude too small. Given this state of affairs, it is worthwhile to look further at the albedo problem
and Lageos.
Solving the albedo problem analytically is not easy. Even *,hough irradiance falls off with the
inverse square of the distance, like gravity, the albedo problem has a number of complications not
found in the gravitational p roblem: (a) The irradiance on the satellite depends on the orientation
of the surface element doing the reflecting is well as the distance; an example is Lambert's law
(e.g., Brown, 1965, p. 225); (b) The irradiance also depends on the solar zenith angle; (c) Only sur-
face elements illuminated by the sun and visible from the satellite contribute to the force; (d) The
earth's albedo varies with time, as well as latitude and longitude; (e) The atmosphere reflects and
scatters light, so that one is not dealing with just reflection off the earth's surface; (t) [ he force
depends on the properties and orientation of the satellite; generall y, a flat mirror will feel a dif-
ferent force from a mottled ellipsoid, for example.
Given these complications, it is not surprising that Zerbini (1980) and Vralch (1982) forsake the
analytical approach of the other papers mentioned above for a numerical one. However, there are
two good reasons for pursuing an analytical treatment: (i) equations give more insight into the
problem than numerical methods, and (ii) equations can often lead to significant savings in com-
puter time compared to numerical methods when integrating satellite orbits over time. Thus the
rationale for the present wo;,k.
The complications (a) — (f) mentioned above are dealt with here as follows. The earth is as-
sumed to be a sphere whose surface diffusely reflects light according to Lambert's law. The al-
bedo variation on this surface is assumed to have a general spherical harmonic expansion whose co-
efficients may be functions of time. Spherical harmonics are also used to deal with solar Numina-
tion and the spherical cap seen by the satellite. The satellite itself is assumed to be a sphere of uni-
form albedo.
These assumptions lead to a vector equation for the albedo acceleration of the satellite. Then
expressions for the orthogonal accelerations R, S, and W are found after specializing io the case of
a zonal albedo variation (i.e., the earth albedo depends only on latitude). These accelerations are
to be used in the Gaussian forn of Lagrange's planetary equations; the acceleration equations have
the virvie that they hold regardless of whether the satellite sees the terminator or not. Specializing
still further to the case of Lageos and a realistic zonal albedo model based on Stephens et al. ( 198 1 )
yields the following long-period results. The semimajor axis changes periodically with an amplitude
of — 5 mm. The eccentricity changes periodically by about one part in 10 5 . The longitude of the
node increases secularly at the rate of about 3 x 10 -4 arc sec yr-1 ; periodic changes have amplitude
3 x 10 -4 arc sec, as do the changes in inclination. All of these effects are quite sma'.1. Lambert-
ian reflection cannot account for the secular decrease of 1.1 mm day — I in the semimajor axis or the
observed variations in along-track acceleration which have amplitude ~2 x 10 -12 ms-2.
Some notation is given in Tables I and 11, other quantitities are defined in the text. A photo-
graph of Lageos is shown in Figure 1.
2. Derivation of equations
In the case of the gravitational field, the usual method of obtaining the change in the Keplerian
elements of the orbit with time is to first find the disturbing function and then use it in Lagrange's
planetary equations (e.g., Kaula, 1966, pp. 25 - 37; Caputo, 1967, pp. 140 - 158). Unfortunately
this approach cannot be used in the present problem where the reflected sunlight follows Lambert's
law. The reason: the force cannot be written as the gradient of a potential, as it can for the case of
the gravitational field. This is proved in Appendix 1. Hence no disturbing function exists. Instead
M, force must be dealt with directly. Once the force is found, it can he used in the Gaussian form
of Lagrange's planetary equations, as is outlined below.
The derivation of the magnitude and direction of the force on a satellite due to diffusely reflect-
ed sunlight will now be given. Consider the inertial reference frame as shown in Figure 2. The
origin is at the center of the earth. The frame does not rotate around with the earth. Suppose the
sun shines on a surface element dS as shown in the figure. The sun is at position r S
 while dS is
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at rA . The surface element diffusely reflects some of the sunlight up to a satellite along r L — rA,
where r L is the satellite position. T;)is light exerts an infinitesimal force dF on the satellite due to
all of the sunlit surface elements visible to the satellite. This net force will be called the albedo
force for short. Likewise the albedo force divided by the satellite mass will be called the albedo
acceleration.
The albedo f )rce depends on the shape, reflectivity and orientation of the satellite as well as on
the characteristics of sunlight and the albedo of the earth. However, if the satellite is a perfect
sphere with uniform reflectivity, the force dF will always act along the surface eleme.1t-satellite line,
in the direction away from dS; in other words, along r L — r A as shown in Figure 2. Such a case
obviously greatly simplifies the treatment of the albedo force. Fortunately, Lageos satisfies these
conditions to a very high degree of approximation (see Figure 1). Hence in the following the
infinitesimal force dF will always be assumed in the dirction of r L — rA.
Now that the direction of dF has been established, its magnitude will be computed. Since the
sunlight is assumed to be diffusely reflected according to Lambert's law, the radiance of dS, mea-
sured in watts per steradian per meter squared, is N Rcos p (e.g., Brown, 1965, pp. 220-225), where
Q is the colatitude in the local reference frame (x l , y l , z 1 ) of dS (see Figure 3) and N R is a constant
to be found next.
The radiant flux incident on dS is F S cos ^ S dS, where F S is the "solar constant" and v S is the
colatitude of the sun in the local frame of Figure 3. The amount of flux reflected by dS is A(B, a)
FS
 cos JA S dS, where A(B, X) is the albedo of dS, and (B,a) are the colatitude and longitude, respec-
tively, in the inertial frame of Figure 2. This flux must be equal to N R cos Q dS, integrated over the
hemisphere into which dS diffusely reflects sunlight, assuming the power into the surface element
equals the power out. Therefore
2n a/2
•	 dS f	 f N R cos Q sinf dp da = A(e ,X) FS cos4/ S dS ,
	
0	 0
where a is the longitude in the local frame of Figure 3, so that
N R = A(B ,X) FS cos y S /n
The power E incident on the satellite due to dS is
F. = N R cos ^P L dS d0 = A(B ,X) F S cos 0 S cos ^ L dS dA /n,
where y L i q the angle between r L — rA and rA (see Figure 2) and d0 is the solid angle subtended by
the satellite from dS. The magnitude of dF can be found from E in the following manner. The inci-
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dent momentum p of the light is related to its energy E by E = pc, where c is the speed of light (e.g.,
Alor,so and Finn, 1968, p. 14). The incide-t momentum per unit time is thus E/c. The force on
the satellite is the change in its momentum per unit time, and is given by C R E/c (e.g., Rubincam
and Weiss, 1985), where C R is the radiation coefficient. (If the satellite absorbs all of the incident
light and re-radiates it isotropically, then C R = I. If the satellite is a flat, perfect mirror reflecting
the incident light straight back, then C R = 2. So 1 < C R < 2. For Lageos, C R = 1.13). The magni-
tude of dF is .he-?fore
C R FS
	
IdFI =
ac	
A(9 ,N) cos ^ S cos ^ L dS d0 .	 (1)
A	 1 ^ ^
The vector force dF can he found by multiplying (1) by the unit vector (r L - rA )/Ir L - rA l. Also,
for a spherical satellite of radius R L , dA = n R L 2 / I L - rf, l 2 to an incredible degree of accuracy,
since RL << I r L - rA l always. Further,
cos 1P S = ( S - rA )	 rA/(IS - rAl • I Al) _- rS • rA /(I SI • I Al)
because IrAI << IrSI, since the sun is so far away from the ,^.^rth. Likewise, F S - FS (aS /I SD2,
O
where as is the semimajor 2xis of the earth's orbit -bout the sun and F S is a constant, equal to
about 1376 W m-2 (Hickey et al., 1980). No such approximation can be used for cos ^ L , so it is
_+__P	 --I.	 ^	 ^
( r L - rA)'rA/(I r L - r A l • IrAI)exactly.
The albedo force F can be found by substituting the formulae above into ( I ) and integrating over
.area yielding
	
CR RL2 Fg aS,
	
AWN) IrS • rAl i(rL - rA) • rAl IrL - rAl
= M L r L =
	
c	 l S13	
=
	
L - rA 14 IrAl2
	 —	 (2)
in vector notation where Lis the albedo acceleration in the reference frame of Figure 2, M L is the
satellite ;Hass, and = is the sunlit portion of the earth visible to the satellite. The albedo accelera-
tion can be written
4
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^I
-^ CRRL2FSo
rL =
CNl L
2(a,
P2
rS
A( 0,X) cos ^S (Cos n —p )
(1 — 2p COSH + p 2)2
• [(sin0 L COS XL — p sin0 cosX )z
(3)
+ (sin B L sin X L 
—P sin 0 sinX ) y
+ (COS 0 L — p cOsO) 21 sin0 d0 da
after reverting back to trigonometric notation. Here n is the angle betwen rL and rA (see Figure
2), so that cos n = L • A /(I ^I ' Irpl).RA = IrAI. r L = IrLI, rS = IrSI, and p = R A /r L. Also,
(IS = RA  si.r 0 d0 dX, and (0 L, X L ) are the colatitude and longitude of the satellite resp°ctively in
the frame of Figure 2, whereas (X, y, 2) are the unit vectors along the appropriate axes in the frame
of Figure 2. A spherical earth of radius R A is assumed in (3); R A is the distance from the center of
the earth to tht "top of the atmosphere". The "top of the atmosphere" is taken to be 10 km
above the surface (the height of the troposphere) so that R A = 6371 km + 10 km = 6381 km, where
6371 km is the radius of a sphere with the same volume as the earth. (A more common choice for the
top of the atmosphere is 30 km; e.g., Bess and Smith, 1981.)
The task ahead is to make the integral in (3) tractable. Spherical harmonics form a viable ap-
proach, as shown below.
Suppose a function D is defined so that
n
COS, S	 0< S
D=
n
0	 2< S<n
then D can be written as an infinite sum of Legendre polynomials
00
D =	 dL P L (cos ^S )
L=0
where P L (cos ^S) is the Legendre polynomial of degree L and the d L are the appropriate coeffici-
ents. (The subscript should not be confused with that used for the satellite.) The addition theorem
for spherical harmonics
5
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+L
41r
P L(cos^y S ) =	 2;YL ( N S .^ S ) Y^ (0,N)2 L+1 J=—I
(e.g., Merzbacher, 1970, p. 189) can be used in he above equation to write
+L
D(0, x, B S , a S ) = 4 rr ^i	
dL
) y J*
* (8 S. X S ) YL (©,k )
I =0 J=—L 2L+1
where the
J	 J + 1-11	 ( 2 L+1)(L— IJI)! /21'	 iJaYL(d.^=(-1) 2	 --	 I	 N L Ill (cos dl c
4n(L +IJ I ). ^
are the spherical harmonics used in quantum mechanics (Merzbacher, 1970, p. 185), and (OS, XS)
are the respective colatitude and longitude of the sun in the frame of Figure 2. Here PL, IJI (cos d)
is the associated Legendre polynomial of degree L and order IJI and i The asterisk (*)
denotes the complex conjugate and —L < J < + L. The quantum-mechanical spherical harmonics
have normalization
I	 2 rr	 n
j
	 YL
*
(d,X) YL. (d,X ) sinO dd da = b J2' 6 LL'
I
0 0
(Merzbacher, 1970, p. 186) where b J J • is the Kronecker delta. The relation between the quantum-
mechanical spherical harmonics and those commonly used in geophysics is given in Appendix 2.
Likewise a function B defined so that
cosh— p
(! - 2P cos n + p 2 ]	 0 < q <Arc cos (p )
B=
0	 Arc cos (p ) < q < rr
can also be written
00
B = 1;
	
bQPQ(cosn)
I1=0
6
(4)
I
IN 
f
r
so that
B(B,a,9L,XL) = 4a F,	 bQ ym* (d ,N ) YmQ=0 2Q +1	 Q	 L L	 Q (B,^)	 (5)
•
	
	 where the b Q
 depend o p. p. Arc cos (p ) is the angular radius of the cap visible to the satellite. Find-
ing the d L
 and the b Q will be postponed until after a general expression for the albedo acceleration
is derived.
Now D(9, N, BS, )`S) is zero over the eight hemisphere of the earth. Also, B(©, N, BL, X L ) is
zero outside the spherical cap visible to the satellite. Hence by substituting D(©, a, © S , X S ) for
cos	 and B(9, a, B L , N L ) for (cos n — p) /( 1 - 2p cos Ti +p212 in (3) allows ,..: area of integra-
tion to be changed from	 =	 to the entire sphere, since now the inregrand is zero ou t side the
region	 =	 This enlargement in the area of integration greatly simplifies the evaluation of the
integral, as will be seen shortly.
The albedo A(4, X) is also assumed to have a spherical harmonic expansion:
+N
A(6,N) _	 2:ANk*	 *N(B, ),	 (6)
N = 0 K=—N
where the coefficients AN K* refer to the inertial reference frame of Figure 2. The albedo is de-
fined over the entire earth, regardless of day or night. This should cause no conceptual diffi-
culties; the values associated with the night side may be thought of as those the albedo would take
if the sun could somehow be made to shine on the sunless hemisphere. Further, 0 < A(O, a ) < 1.
Now realizing that
V+iN + e—ix
cos X _
e+iN _ e—iN
sin a =
'i
and using the properties
7
t;1
_	
. fAl1]
m	 ")(2I)mCosa Y R(e,X)(2R+R+3)
	
YR+1 (0
'
X) +	 (2R-1)(2R+I)YR--I (B)`)
i,
sin0 c+ix Ym(0,X) 	 (R+m+l)(Q+m+2) ym+I (0'N)Q	 V	 (22+1)(2 +3)	 Q I I
+	 (Q—m-1) (R— m)	 Ym+1 (0.^)
(2R-1)('
_Q+ 1)	 Q —1
sin0 a -ix Ykn (0,X) =	
1 k m+l)(Q-m +
_2) Yni- I (O,X)
!_k+l )(2Q+3)	 k+1
J
(v+m— I1(E+ ►nl Yin 0 A
(2k— I )(2R+ I ) Q — I ( )
(e.g. Mer'abacher, 1970, p. 187) aliows one to write from (5)
00	 +Q
B(0, ^O L ,a L ) (sinOL cosO L - psin0 Cosa) = 2 n 2:	 2: W,	 ( OL. )`L)
V
	 m=—V
b R	 l h 11 / (('+m-1)(R+m) m-1
J (2R—Ik2R+l) Yk
b Q-1+ hk
— 11
(k	 m	 I)(Q	 ml in+l(B,al
YQI	 'Q	 1 2R+11 (^k	 l)(2k+1) -1
8
+lbQ	 ( R-m+l)( R- m+2) Y n• -I (0 A)+ (7bVj
+3 —P 2R+1	 ( 2 R+1) (2R +3)	 R+I
b R l 	 b R	 (RTm+I ) 
(+m+ 2)
	
Ym+l (0 A)
- P 
^	
R+1
[(21+.3	 R+I	 (2R+I) (2R+3)
after gathering coefficients of Y 4 * (0 L , A L ). (Interes!ingly, there is no danger of the superscripts
or subscripts of the Y m ± I (0,).) exceeding their proper limits in the above equation; the radical inQ±I
front of such terms is zero.)
Using the equation above, similar equations for B(0 ,A,O L ,A L ) (sin 0 L sin A L - P sin 0 sin A) and
B(O,A,°L,AL) (ccs 0  - p cos 0), as wt.11 as (4) and t(,; in r3) and int:-grating over the whole sphere
yields
41r 3J2 C R RC FS	 aS 2
rL =	 — p^
C N L	 rS
_
00	 +N
' I	 I ocI +LI oo	 +RI	 I	 (- 1)K '/^ d L A N^ Y11 (O S" S ) yu^ (0L,AL)'	 1 )( 2N=0 K = -N L=0 1 = -L R =0 m= -R (`R+I ► ( ` L+1 )
N	 L R	 I N	 L	 R-1
b R- ! b R
(2V P (Qtm - 1) (R+m)-1 2R+1
- K	 1 m-I ''	 U	 U
`
R	 I 1 bQ 11` (R -m - 1) (R-rri)
N	 L R	 l N	 L	 R	 l
+ [(b
P
'R - ll 21^^ - K	 1 m+1 U	 0	 U
Q+1 hQ _ N	 L R+I N	 L	 R+1
+
[(b
P
2R+1)
c
/1 R	 I,]+)) (R	 Ill+2 )
(
2R+ 3
K	 J m	 1; U	 U	 0
9
1
y	 'I
I	
 
h	
—	 N 1. Q +I	 N L Q+;
P	
1u+l^	 bu	 I
—	 (Qtm+ 1
	 m) (k ++2)
	
^Q+I
	
x
(-K J m+I 0 0 0
I	 h p- t	 h 1
	
_
N L Q--l' N
	+— +
	 -- P	
Q 
I r k+m-1) (^+ml
r	 ,	 ^2Q+I I
-K J m -i% 0 0 0
fz
J.,
P 
hk
—	 (Q-m 
_ I;(Q-m)
,Q +1 
N L Q-I
	 N L Q-1
r
-K J m+I i 0 0 0
t
I'Q+I
- [( 2 Q+3
(2
I' k+ I
k+?
I	 h k	 I ^
L 2u I/
+
2k+3
hk
P ? k+I
	
(k w+l)(Q m+'_)/
hQ
P	 1 k +;1It 1) ( l' +rn+2 )
+Il
h k	 _
P
	 'I-
 rtt ► (4+err 1
2k+I
(_b V l
— I (Q- m+ I i l k +rn +I )
, k+I j
N	 L 2+1 N L Q+I
1	 — K .' in— I 0 0 0
N L k r 
	 N L k+l 1
1 Y
-K J
	 0 0
N L Q-I
	 N L k-1
K J	 m	 0 0 0/
N L Q+Ii N L !'+I
i	 (7)
-K J	 m l 0 0 0
f a
for the alhrdo accelmitiun, where
r -6; 
4 y	 it3 ic^^i^ +;
1
. 
_77,
2n	 n
YNK(9 ,a) Y LJ (B,X) YQ (B ,X) sin© d9 A
0	 0
K r (2N+1)(2L+t)(2Q+1)1'/z
L	 4n	 J
N L Q N L Q
—K J m ^ 0 0 01
(e.g., Rotenberg, et al., 1959, p. 5) is the simplification of the integration mentioned earlier. The
two-row arrays are the 3-j symbols of quantum mechanics (e.g., Rotenberg et al., 1959, p. 2)
) 1	 )2	 )3
-12-m 3
MI m2 m3
'/2
(i)+j2 - j 3 ) ! 0 1 - j 2 +j ; ) ! (-j ! +j 2 +j 3) ! 0 ) +m ) ) ! 0 ) - m ) )! 0 2 +m 2 )! 0 2- m 2 ) ! 0 3 +m 3 )
! O3 - m3)!
x
01 +j 2 +j 3 + ')!
(-t)k
MO 1 + j 2 - j 3 - k)! 0 1 - m ) - k)! (j 2 + m 2 - k)! (j 3 - j Z + m ) + k)! ( j 3 - 1 1 - m 2 + k)!
k
The sum in this equation is over all values of k so as to make the right side meaningful. Tile 3 j
symbol is automatically zero unless the triangle inequalities
j ,
 +j 2 —j 3 '>
j 1 — j 2 +j3 >' 0
— j, +j2 
+j 3 >—
are satisfied (Rotenberg et al., 1959, p. 3). The 3•j symbols also have the following properties:
I
j l j 2 j3
0
m 1 m 2 m3
form, +1112)  + m 3 ^ 0 (8)
so that
J 	 J 2	 J3	 i1	 j 2	 j3m
I
 +m	 32+m(- I 1	 = (-1)	 (9)
(rflI m,	 m 3 -1)	 ml	 m ` 	m3-1
for example, and
J1	 J2	 J ; j l +j,+j 3 	 J 	 J 2	 J3
-m l -m 2 -m 3 	 l	 m 2 m3
(Rotenberg et al., 1959, pp. 2-3). 	 These properties will be used shortly.
i	The albedo acceleration	 L	 of the satellite will nex( be expressed in terms of the orbit 1)arame-
j	 ters.
First assume that the albedo variations are At-Wied to the eat, '+, i.e., the light and dark n ►arkings
rotate around with it. 	 In this case the coefficients of (6) can be written 1
AN =	 AN	 e -iK a	 (1 1)
where the AN are now the earth-fixed coefficients
	
and	 n	 is Greenwich sidereal time.	 The
right-handed earth-tined frame has its x-axis intersecting the equator at the Greenwich meridian i
and its z-axis piercing the north pole.
I: can easily be shown from the standard development of the gravitational potential (e.g., Caputo,
1967, pp. 140-145; beware of typographical errors) that
V
m+Iml
(-1)	 2
YQ (O'X) =
'MIT (2-6om'/z
mlmI - I 1 [(k -20( w +f ) +	 Imis-t I	 Q-m evenei(26
R
FQIMIP(I)
P=0	 (26rnlml - 1)	 i(26tnlml -1) [(Q-2p)(w+f)+ Iminl
	
(12)
e
i
I	 Q-m odd
I
,	 12
1
In this equation. F Qmp ( I) is the normalized inclination function
_	 ( 2 -bom) (2Q+1) (Q-m)!
(1)FQmp - (Q + m) i
(Rubincam, 1982, p. 364), while I is the inclination of the satellite orbit wi±h respect to the ear(h's
equator, R the position of the orbit node on the equator, w the argument of perigee, anu f the true
anomaly.
Using (1 1), ( 12), and the succeeding equation, one can write
AN * Y L ' ( 0 0S) Y Q * (B ,A)
K+IKI+J+ IJI +m + Iml
	 ( 2
-6oK) 
	
L	 Q
'^ 	 ^FLIJIh(1S)FQImIp (1)
4a Z	1(2-10j)(2-6om) h
=0 p=0
+ i {(1 - 2b J1 J1) 1(L-2h)(w S+fS )+IJIQ S 1 +(1- 26m ImI)[(Q- 2p)(w +f) +1in JQ 1+KO
•e
L - J even
ANIKII - i (1-2S K1K1 ) ANjK12
	 V -m even
(1 -25	 ) A	 - (1-2b	 )(1-2b	 ) A	 ,	 L J even
	
mlml	 NIKII	 Klld	 mlml	 NIKI2	 11, Q _ m oddi
(I-26 JJ ) A	 -( 1 - 25	 )(1-2b	 )A	 III: L - J odd
	
I I	 NN 1	 KIIQ	 ]I1I	 NIKI2	 Q- in
i
-(1-26 JIJ1 )(l-26 mlml )ANIKII +i(1-lb i, llQ )(1-2b JIlI )(I-2b m1m1 1 AN1K12
1 v ' L - J odd
Q - m odd
where A NIKI I and ANIKI2 are the earth-fixed albedo coeft:cients of the geophysical spherical har -
monics; these harmonics are defined ;n Appendix 2. Also, I S , Q S , w 5 , and f5 are the orbit parame-
ters for the sun.
Now realizing that any sum of the following sort can be written
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as well as making use of (8) - (10) and (13) in (7) yi Ids, after a great deal of labor, the albedo accel-
eration expressed in terms of the satellite orbit parameters:
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In this equation
S	 L
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I
V LJh = (L - 2h)(- S + fS ) + JRS
and
VQmp = ( Q -2p)(w + f) + mil
It should be noted that K, J, and m are now non-negative numbers, as may be seen from the summa-
tion symbols in ( 14). Also, only the Roman numerals for the four conditions arc given to save from
writing "L - M even, Q - m even " etc., over an,' over.
It is of some interest that the leading subscript on the inclination functions can take on the values
0 and I , in contrast to the gravitational case. These functions are listed in Table Ill. since they arc
not given in the standard references.
The albedo acceleration can be expressed in terms of the orthogonal components (R, S, W) used
in Gauss' form of Lag,range's planetary equations. These components arc derived via a rotation
matrix from the Cartesian components, (;, *Y' , x) found in ( 14):
R	
cos (w + 1) cos Q	 cos (w + f) sin Q	 sin (w + 1) sin I	 x
-cos I sin n sin (w + f) +cos I cos n sin (w + 0
(15)
s = -sin (w + fl cos Q	 -sin (w + f) sin Q	 cos (w + f) sin I	 y
--cos I sin Q cos (w + f) +cos I ccs Q cos (w + fl
W	 sin I sin 12	 sin I co%12	 cos I
(Rubincam, 1982, p. 370). In this equation R is the radial component of acceleration, S is the trans-
verse component in the plane of the orbit, perpendicular to R and positive in the direction of motion,
while W is normal to the orhital plane and positive in the direction of the angular momentum (e.g.,
Blanco and McCuskey, 1961, pp. 177-178). Of course rL = x x + y y + Z.
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nThe general equations for R. S, and W will not b- written here. Instead only the case of zonal
albedo variations will be considered, so that the light and dark markings of the earth vary only with
latitude. The reason for doing this is that only the zonals will give a long-term change in the Kep-
lerian elements, barring a resonance. So K = 0 ;rom this point onward.
Using the general relations
cos a cos b = '/2cos (a+b) +'/2cos (a -b)
sin a sin b = -'/2cos (a+b) +'/2cos (a-b)	 (16)
sin a cos b = '/zsin (a+b) +'/2sin (a-b)
cos a sin b = '/2sin (a+b) -'hsin (a-b)
(e.g., Kaula, 1966, p.31) together with (14) and ( 15) yields the following equa'zion for the radial
albedo acceleration;
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S can be found from ( 17) by substituting w + f + n /2 for w + f where it explicitly appears in the
above equation. (The w + f hidden in VQ mp is not to he t3mpered with.) Hence S will not be
written here.
W is more easily round than R. By (14) and (15) it is
(17) I
{
(T^ r
0
rrR 2 C R F S	aS 2
W =	 P"
2cM L 	rS
00	 00	 +L on	 +Q
N =0 L=0 1=0 Q =0 m=0
`1LAN01
12 N+I)	 1 —(— I )N+L+Q 2	 +L +Q
v 2: ^Uli (I S ) FQmp(I)(2-60J )(24 om ;"L+1)(2Q+I1	 (i+60])(1 +50m) 	 11=0 p=0
,g
I	 ^
^t.
^A^^itw1 ^. ^ •.	 .w-	 ^^^.wa-• - .s•-vs-
(Q +m-10+m) bQ-1 -P bQ
N L Q-1 N L Q-1
2Q-1	 'Q+1
0 0	 0	 0 J m-1
	
Q+1	 N L Q+1	 N L Q+1
-- (9-m+1)(Q -m+2)
	
- p	 sin I
	2Q 3
	
29+1
0 0	 0	 0 J rn-1
	-sin (VIJh +VQmp - R)	 I
	
+Cos(VLJh+VQmp-R)	 II
	
+cos (VS +VQmp - R)	 III
	
+sin (VS + VL - R)	 IV
LJh	 Q mp
	
b9-1	 (bV
N L Q-1	 N L Q-i
+	 (Q-m-1)(Q-m)	 -p --
	
2Q-1	 2Q+1
0 0 0	 O J m+1
b9	
N L Q+l	 N L Q+1
bQ
+1(Q+m+1)(Q+m+2)
	 — 
P	 sin I
	
2Q+3	 2Q+1
0 0 0	 O J m+l
-sin ;VLih  + V imp + St)	 I
+cos(V L;h +VQmp + R)	 II
+cos(V LJh + VQ mp + R)	 III
+sin(VLJh + VQ nip + R)	 IV
bQ
-1 	b9
N L Q-1 N L Q-1
+(-1)rn	(Q-m-1)(Q-m)	 —p
L^29-I)	 29+1 0 0
	
0	 0 J -m-1
	bQ+I
	
bQ N L Q+1	 N L Q+l
(9+m+1)(Q+m+2) -- - P
	 sin 1
	
+3	 '9+1
0 0	 0	 O J -m-1
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S
 —sin (V
	
L
LJh — VQ mp — St) I
^
—cos(V
LJh
 
—
 VQmp — S2) II
+cos(V LJh — V Qmp — 2) 111
S
—sin(V
	
L
LJh — V Q mp — IV
bQ-1 ^ bQ N	 L	 Q-1	 N L	 Q-1
+(-1)In I	 (Q+m-1)(Q+m)
(
— p
2Q+I
0	 0	 0	 0 J	 —m+l
bQ+l N L	 Q+1	 /N	 L Q+l
sin I+3 ^Q+1
^I
0 0	 0	 0	 J —m+I/
—sin (VLJh -- V Qmp + SZ) I
—cos (V LJh — V Qmp + Sl) II.
+cos (V LJh — V Qmp + ^) III
i
—sin (V LJh — VQmp+ IV !
r
b Q _ 1
+2	 _,n)(Q+m)IQ
_p
C2Q
b Q N	 L Q-1	 N	 L Q-1) ,
S —1 +l
L 0	 0 0	 0	 J m
bQ+I^ bQ
N L	 Q+1	
I N
L	 Q+1
+ti(Q—m+1)(Q+m+1)
2Q +31 -	
p cos I
L. _2Q + 0 0	 0	 ^0 J m
+co; (V LJh + VQ mp) I ,
+sin (V LJh +VQmp) II
+sin(V S	 + V III
LJh	 I mp
—ros(V LJh + V Qmp ) IV
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N L R-1 N L Q-1
Q-1	 bQ
+2(— U rn	 v R
^	 (	 2Q-1 — P 1?Q+1^
	
0 0	 0	 0 1	 —m
	N L R+I	 N L Q+l
t (R —m+1 xR+m+l 
bQ
+1
 _ P
 
bQ	
cos I
1Q+	 (2Q+ I)2 3 
	0 0 0	 0 ] —m
	
S	 I.
+cos (V Uh — V V mp)	 I
—sin (VUh — VQmp)	 II
' 18)
+sin (V SUh —Vamp)	 III
+cos(VU h — V Rmp )	 IV
Again it is to be reminded that (17) and (18) apply only to zonal variations in albedo, i.e., K = 0 in
these equations.
This completes the lengthy derivation of the albedo acceleration. It remains to find the d L and
bQ.
3. Derivation of coefficients
The d L
 will be found first. Define a "hemisphere function" H such that
	
1	 in the sunlit hemisphere
H =
	
0	 esewhere
then li has the Legendre polynomial expansion
00
H = I H L P L (cos WS)
L=0
where
HL = '/z [ P L-1 (0) — P L+1 (0)1
with
P-1 (0) 	 + 1
s
31	 `
32 i
.	 _	 1
1
e
W
(Longman, 1962, pp. 846-847). Defining now the "daylight function"
00
D = H cos ;'S = 1; H L
 cos ^ S PL (cos ^ S)
L=0
insures the proper behavior of the irradiance over the whole earth: 	 cos t S in the sunlit hemi-
sphere, —0 in the shadowed. Using
(L+l) PL+I (cos ^'S ) + L P L— 1( cos  S)
P L
 (cos ^ S) _
(2L+1)
(Hobson, 1955, p. 32) allows writing
00
D = I d L P L (co"S)
L=0
as required, where
L	 L+1
dL	
^L-1) H L-1 + (2L+3) HL+I
I LL+3 
J 
PL+2 (0) — (2L (1)(2L+3) P L (0) + 2L-1 PL-2(0]
and P-2 (0) = 0.
The d L can now be found from standard tables for the Legendre polynomials (e.g., Hobson,
1955, p. 17). A listing of the d L for 0 < L < 6 is given in Table IV. Note that all of the d L for
odd L are zero, except for d 1 . A graph of D using the first seven terms in the summation is shown
in Figure 4. Notice that it is an excellent approximation to the exact function.
Finding the b Q is harder work. Using the binomial expansion (e.g., Selby, 1973, p. 470)
0 — 2p cos n + pr 2 = (I + q )-2 = 1 — 2q + 3q 2 — 4q 3 -^ .. .
(wh(.:e q = —2p cos n + p 2 ) and multiplying cis n — p gives the following approximation B' for
B:
r
B' = (cos n — P) (I — 2q + 3q2 — ... )
(—p+2p3-3p5+4p7-5p9+6pl1 —7p 13+8p15-9P17+Iop19—Ilp21+12p23
— 13p 25 + 14p27 — 15p 29 + 16p31)
+ 0 — 6p 2 + 15p4 — 28p 6 + 45p 1 — 66p 10 + 91p 12 — 120P 14 + 153,,, 16 — 190 p18 + 231p20
— 276p22 + 325p24 — 378P26 + 435P 28 — 496p 30) cos n
• (4p — 24p3 + 72P 5 — l 60P 7 + 300p9 — 504 p l 1 + 784p 13 — 1152p 15 + 1620p 17 — 2200p 19
• 2904P21 — 3744p23 + 4732p25 — 5880p27 + 7200p29) cos2 n
+ (12p 2 — 80p 4 + 280p6 —720P 8 + 1540p 10 — 2912P 12+5040 p14 —8160p 16 + 12540p'8
—18480p 20 +26312p 22 — 36400,o 24 +49140p 26 — 64960P 28 ) cos3 n
+ (32P3 — 240P 5 + 960P 7 — 2800p 9 + 6720p 1 1 -- 14112p 13 + 26880p 15 — 4752W 17 + 79200p 19
— 125840p 21 + 192192p23 — 283920P2 ' +407680p 27 ) cos4 n
+(80P4 — 672p 6 +3024p 8 — 9856P 10 + 26208 pl ` — 60480 p14 + 125664P 16 -- 240768p 18
+432432p L0 — 735736p 22 + 1201200 p24 — 1886976 p26) cosy n
+092P 5 — 1792P7 + 8960p9 — 32256P 1 1 + 94C80P 13 — 236544P 15 + 5322214p17
— 1098240 p19 + 2114112P 21 — 3843840 pL3 + 6662656P 25 ) cos6 +7
4448P6 — 4608P 8 + 25344 p10 — 99840P 12 + 31680OP 14 — 861696p l6+2086656p18 —4612608p20
+ 9472320P 22 — 18304000 p24 ) cos?
 n
+ (1020 7 — 11520P 9 + 69120P I 1 — 295680P 13 + 1013760p 15 — 2965248p 17 + 7687680p 19
— 18120960 p21 + 39536640 p23 ) cos8 n
+ (2304P8 — 28160 p10 + 183040 p' 2 — 844800P 14 + 31 1 1680 P I6 — 9737728P 18 + 26906880p20
— 67358720p 22 ) cos9
 n
+ (5120 p9 — 67584pl 1 + 473088P I3 — 2342912P 15 9225216P 17 — 30750720p19
+ 90202112 p21 ) cos 10 n
• (I 1264 p10 — 159744 pl 2 + 1198080p 14 — 63365 12p 16 + 26557440P 18 — 93929472p20)cos I In
• (2 .4576p 1 1 — 372736P 13 + 2981888PI 5 — 16773120 P I   + 74547200 p 19 ) cos l2 n
1;1
A
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i+ (53248p 12 — 860160P 14 + 731 1360p 16 - 43581440 p 18 ) c0s 13
 n
+ (114688 P 13 — 1966080 d S * 17694720p 17 ) cos 14 n
+ (245760P 14 — 4456448P 16 ) cos 15
 n
+(524288p15)cos1617
	 (19)
after terminating the expansion at the q 15 term (inclusive). The approximation given above holds
only for n < Arc cos p ; elsewhere B' = 0.
The b Q :an be found from the inner product (e.g., Hobson., 1955, p. 42):
bg =( 22+1 1'7 B PQ (cosn) sine do .1\	 r
Hence,
bj = 2 2 1 
^
rJ I B'PQ (cos,?) d (cosh )C P
where b Q ' is the approximation to b Q . The lower limit of this last integral reflects the fact that B' = 0
in the region invisible to the satellite. The b Q ' will be used ii. place of bQ in what follows.
It is easier to compute the b Q ' numerically than to give analytical expressions for them. Using
the basic equation
a( I — e2)
r=
1 + e cos f
and the numerical values for R A , a, and a for Lageos result in
P = 0.520049 0 +e cos f)
so that
P  _ (0.520049) Il i I + ne cos f)
since a is small. 'This equation, together with (19) and (20), yield the b Q ' listed in Table V for Q
running from 0 to 6. The values for b Q I in turn allow
6
	
B' ^ 2:
	
b^ PQ (cos 0
Q=0
to be computed. This function is shown in Figure 5 plotted against n together with the exact ana-
lytical expression for B. Both curves assume Lageos to be in a circular orbit. The figure shows
that the approximation for B is not as good as the one for D.
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4. Earth Albedo
Now that the formalism for the albedo acceleration has been developed, it is time to consider what
model to use for the earth's albedo for short wavelengths. Since only the zonal terms in the albedo
are retained (K = 0), it comes down to the matter of choosing A001 • A 101 , A201, etc. Stephens
et A. (1981) summarized several years' worth of satellite data from which a set of coefficients can
be derived. They give the monthly zonal mean albedos for latitude bands 10 degrees wide, plus the
yearly average for each band (see their Table 4b).. Assuming that the albedo values refer to the mid-
point of each band (so that the value for 60°N — 70°N is aken to be at 65 0 N, for example), one
can do a least-squares fit to the data with a sum of Legendre polynomials.
The resulting coefficients A001 through A401 for each month, which come from fitting the first
five polynomials, are shown in Figure 6. This figure shows that the coefficients for even N are all
fairly constant throughout the year. Th; coefficients for odd N show a distinct sinusoidal behavior
with a period of one year. However, A 301 is not sinusoidal about zero like A, o i . Rather, it shows
a constant offset which is presumably due to the presence of the large Antarctic ice cap. The coef-
ficient A001 gives a rough measure of how goad the fit is, since its time-averaged value is actually
0.30, varying only between 0.29 and 0.32 during the year (Stephens et al., 1981. p. 9744). The
least-squares estimate is consistently high, but only a little.
Clearly it will do no greLt violence to the data to take
A(0, X) = 0.30
	 1'0,0(coi 0)
+ 10.05 cos fSI	 P  O(cos g)
+0.10
	 p2 0(coso )
+ [ —0.01 + 0.03 cos fS I	 F3,0 (Cos 0 )
+0.04	 P4,0(coso )	 (22)
as the model for the earth's albedo. This is a hybrid expression: A001 is Stephens et al.'s (1981)
time-averaged value, while the other coefficients are based on Figure 6. Obviously a more accurate
expression could be obtained by analyzing Stephens gj AL's ( 198 1 ) original data, but (22) is good
enough for the purposes considered here (see Figures 6 and 7).
Note that the coefficients for even N are assumed to be constant. The time-varying parts of
A101 and A301 are modeled with cos fS ; this can be done due to the fortuitous 'ircumstance of
perihelion passage occurring neat- the first of the year. Note also that the albedo is dominated by
the zeroth and second degree harmonics.
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5. Lageos
The analytical forTnalism and the albe6o model will now be applied to the Lageos satellite. Lageos
has the follo^. ^ parameters in addition to those shown in Table 1:
12=12 0 + 1l(t— t0)
W -:^E w 0 + w (t — t0)
where
S20 = +28.5596 deg
w 0 = +171.9_271 deg
t 0 = :.'902.5 days
	
(Julian Date)
For further information about Lageos, see Smith and Dunn (1980) and Rubincam 0982).
The Lageos values will be used to compute R, S, and W via (17), (18) and the modification of
R which yields S. Other values necessary for the computation are those given in Table 11, the dL
given in Table lV, the b Q ' given in Table V, and the A NO1 given by (22). Also, the earth's orbit about
the still wil; be taken to be circular, so that (a S IrS ) = 1. Further,
WS +fS=(wS+fS)o +(w+h(t —t0)
where
(ws + fS )0 = 42.0087 deg.
The subscripts will run between the following value in the sum nations: 0
	 N 4C. 4, 0 < L < 4,	
IL
and0 Q55.
	 -ti
What does one get for R. S, and W using all of !leis data? The answer is: thousands of terms for
each of the accelerations, for each value of N. Mauy of the terms are zero, since 1—(-1 ) N+L+Q and
tite 3-j symbols are often zero. A computer program is necessary to make all of the calculations.
It also proves convenient to gather together all of the te rn^s with the same frequency with the aid
of the computer.
Sample calculations for R. S, and W as they vary over one revolution are shown in Figures 8 -- 12
for the major terms in the albedo N = 0 and N = 2. In all of these figures the sun is on the equator
and Lageos passes directly over the st-bsolar point. The correct qualitative behavior for R when
N = 0 ( Levin, 1962; see also Anselmo et al., 1983) is evident in Figure 8. Here the acceleration is
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roughly zero in the shadow, rises to a maximum when Lageos is directly over the subsolar point
(where the reflection is strongest), and then falls off symmetrically towards zero. Likewise Fig-
ur 10 show, the correct qualitative antisymmetric behavior for S (Levin, 1962; Anselmo et al.,
1983): nearly zero in the shadow, and then negative as the satellite approaches the subsolar point
and the sunny area pushes Lageos against the direction of motion. S is zero because of symmetry
when Lageos is over the subsolar point; then positive as the sunny area pushes Lageos along its way.
Note that the maximum amplitude for S is about an order-of-magnitude less than that for R, also in
agreement with Levin (1962).
One way in which Figure 8 differs from Levin's figure is that his R has a flat tor,. Also, the
humps in Levin's S are separated by a stretch where S is zero, while the humps of Fi gure 10 are
joined together. fhese differences are due to Levin's oversimplification of the problem.
No figure shows W for N = 0; it is zero over the entire orbit, by symmetry. llov ever, W for
N = 2 is shown in Figure 12.
The long-period perturbations in the Keplerian elements a, e, w, I and it f-)r N = 0 are found
next using thL Gaussian form of Lagrange's planetary equations. Perturbation it
aly M are not considered. The assumption of a circular orbit will be dropped i
changes in a, e, and w but retained when considering changes in I and R.
Th, change in the semimajor axis with time is given by (e.g., Bland -ind McCuski
da	 2	 i(er sin f)R + a( l - e 2 )S )
dt
nr I -e
	
2	
i(e sin OR + (! + e cos OS)
nJl -e`'
where n is tut mean motion and use has been made of (21).
Substituting R o' fog Rand
S'	 So '+(e Cos f)SI'
in the above equation yields
da	 2e
—	 --- [(sin I'Wo+ cos f ( Sig + Si 1)
dt	 I.t,.	 n	 I -r`
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to first order in a for the long-period (I.p.) part of da/dt. The prime denotes the parts of R and S
which contribv l e to the long-period perturbations, while R 0 and So' are the portions of R' and S'
respectively which are independent of the eccentricity. S' is written to first order in e; hence the
term (c cos 1) S l ' in (23). The fa--tore cos fultimately comes from the eccentric part of p. A term
2 So An V,-e`) wnich appears after making the substitution of (23) into (24) has been dropped,
s ; hke it contributes only short-period tams.
The long-period terms in K and S are all of those which contain t(cw +f) inside the trigonometric
argument: all other terms are short-period. According to the computer program they are
Ro' = 10-12	 { + 1 1.7 29 cos[ (w S + fS I - (w +f)	 1
	
t - 11.729 cos[iw S + fS ) + (W +f)	 1
+ 19.829 cosl(w S + fS ) - (w +0 --f2 J
+ 40.293 cosl(w S + fS ) + (W +f) --12 J
+ 1.735 cosl(w S + fs) - (w +f) +12 1
	
+ 0.854 cosl(w S + fS ) + (w+f)+Se I ) ms-2	(25)
So' =	 10-12	 {	 1 .215 sinl(wot fs) - (c) +0	 1
	
1.215 sin I(w S + fS ) + (w +0	 1
2.05 11 sin I(w S +.'S ) - (w +0 - f2]
i 4.174 sin l(w S + fS ) + (w +0 42 1
- 0. 180 sinl(w S + fS ) - (w+f)+91
	
+ 0.088 sin l(w S+ fS ) + (w +f) + 121) ms--2
	 (26)
S I ' =
	
	
10- 12 ! + 0.754 sinl(wS+ fs) - ( W +0	 1
+ 0.754 sinl(w S + I'S ) + ((,,+1)
+ 1.275 sinl(w s + fs) - (w+f) - f21
-- 2.591 sin [k_, s+ fs) + ( w +f) - S21
+ 0.1 1 2 sin( (w S + fS ) - (w+f) , 121
	
0.055%in I(w s+ fS ) + Ow+I)+ f21 ) ms -2	(271
Sul-.,tituting (25) - (27) in (24) and using ( 16) yields for the chan);e in semim;,jor axis
4
0a	 Aj 0 	0.40 cosl(w S + I'S)
- 0.62cosI(ws+ fs)
- 0.95 cosl(w S + fS)
+ 3,82 cosl(ws + fs)
- 0.05 cos[(( . - + fs)
+ 0.03 cos((ws + fs)
- w	 I
+ w
	 I
- w	 S21
+ w
	
S21
w + ?';
+
	
+ c21	 min (28)
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after integrating and dropping some more short-period terms. Here oa o is oa at time t o . The per-
t , -rbations in the sernimajor axis are thus quite smal'.. The larg°st term has an amplitude of 3.82mm
and a period of 833 days. A graph of (28) is shown in Figure 3.
Thi. change in eccentricity with time is given by (e.g. Blanc a-- and McCuskey, 1961, p. 178)
de 1-e2	 a( l -e2 )	 r	 S(e sin f) R +	 — -
dt	 nae I	 I	 r	 a
so that
de
—1
	
v-e2
(sin I ) R o' + (2 cos tO So'
dt I l.p.	 na
after again making use of (21). Substitut i ng (25) and (26) in this equation and integrating gives
in
J
[De - AcOL	 6i 0-	 - 0.844
e
- 1.304
- 2.000
+ 8.028
- 0.097
0.066
COS[ (W S + fs) - CO
cos[(w S + fs ) + w
cus[(L • S + fs ) — w—Q
Cos[ (w S +fs) + w - Q
Cos[ (ws+fs) - w+Q
COS[ (Li S +fS ) + w+ Q (29)
Thus e changes by only about one part in 10 5 . A graph of (29) is shown in Figure 13 also.
Proceeding in similar fashion,
d `) Vf	F	 r e r sin (w+t) c ot l"(cos t)R - .in f 1 1+	 -^ S ^' f	 -	 W
dt	 - nae	 L	 a(l --e-)	 L	 all --e-)
(e.g. Blanco and McCuskey, 1961, p. 178), so that
dw	 2 (ces OR O ' - (2 sin t) SC) , ,
dt I t. p.	 nae
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and the term containing W has been ignored, since it is multiplied by e. Using (25) and (26) and
integrating yields
	
Aw - Aw o = - 0.174 cos [(w S + fS ) - w	 ]
	+ 0.2E+9 cos[(wS 1-fS ) + w	 ]
r
- 0.412 cos[(w S + fS ) - w - 52 ]
- 1.656 cos[(w S + fs) + w -St ]
- 0.020 cos[(w S + fs) - w + Q ]
- 0.014 cos[( , ) S + fS ) + w +Q] arc sec
See Figure 14 for?. graph.
The equations above give all of the long-period terms for the stipulated cond'tions on N, L, and
Q. Unfortunately, the corresponding equations for the perturbations in the inclination and longi-
tude of node contain a great many more tenns. This is becav;e W, which controls these perturba-
tions, contains a large number of contributing terms, unlike h .nd S. Only those terms in Al and
A 2 which have an amplitude greater than 10 -4 arc sec will be listed here:
^l -A t o = 10 -4 	1.795 sin[ 1l	 1
-	 - 0.501 sin[ 22 ]
+ 0.395 sin[ 2(w S + fs) - Sl	 ]
+ 3.018 sin[ 2((.: c + fS ) - 252 ]
+ 0.205 sin [ 2(,os 	 -t fS ) - 3Q ]
- 0.141 sin[ 2(w s + fS ) - 40 ]
- 0.191 sin[ 4(w S + fS ) _ 41l ]
	
arc sec
AQ - AQ O = 10 -4 1	 3.956 cos[ S2	 ]
+ 0.360 cos[ 2S2	 1
- 0.257 cos[ 2(, S + fS ) ]
- O.08 70 cos[ 2(w S + I'sr - 12	 1
+	 1.234 cos[ ''-(w S + fS) - 211
	
1
-0 . 115  cos[ 2(w S + fS ) - 3 r^2 1	 arc sec
1 hest perturbations are small.
Thtse expressions are again derived ►-oni the classical equations (e.g.,Blanco and Mcluskey,
1961, p. 178). W itself is not given. For graphs of the above pe rtuf bations, see Figures 13 and 14.
There is also a secular contribution to the node:
i
1
40
I'
d2_1	
=
— 7.856 x 10-4 arc sec yr-1
dt	 sec
which is also small. This completes the derivation of the perturbations in the Kc plerian elements
for N=0.
The perturbations due to the higher harmonics (N > 0) in the albedo (22) are generally smaller
than those for N = 0. For instance, the largest term in R o ' for N = 2 yields an amplitude of 0.29n.m
for the perturbation in the semimajor axis. Since the perturbations for N = 0 are alr:ady small, the
F
perturbations for N > 0 will riot be computed, with one exception. It turns out that the N = 2 and 	 r
N = 4 harmonics contribute significantly to the secular motion of the nod, ucIng +8.390 x 10 -4
and +2.310 x 10 -4 arc sec yr -1 , respectively. The second degree tern more than cancels the zeroth
degree term, giving a total of
	 •
do
+ 2.844 x 10 -4 arc sec yr-1
dt I sec
for a;l three terms.
6. Discussion
The formalism developed here results in some rather lengthy equations for the albedo accelera-
tions. Howevrr, a virtue of these equations is that they hold whether the satellite sees the terminator
or not; in other woras, they are perfectly valid for any s p in-satellite geometry. Pence there is no
need for se parate equations for the terminator-visible and the terminator-invisit'° cases, as in past
treatments.
Application of the formalism to ?.ageos' orbit snows the effect of .sunlight diffusely reflected
f.-om a uniform earth to be quite small. The periodic perturbations in the node St, for instance, are
far below the residuals level of about 0.03 arc sec of the satellite laser ranging data (Rubincam,
1984, Figure 2). Also, the semimajor axis a is Perturbed at the 5mm level over a period of 833
	
	 t
a
da ys. This is smaller than the effect of some indivi,lual solar eclipses on the orbit of Lageos. The
eclips:: of 28 'arch 1979, for example, increased the semimajor axis by about 17 6mm within the
space of an hour (Rub;ncam and Weiss, 1985). The albedo perturbations in e, 1, and w are likewise
tiny. (Interestingly, th ,_- perturbations in a, e, and w are dominated by the radial acceleration R.) The
perturbations due to the higher harmonics (N > 0) in the albedo are also small. Hence diffuse re-
flection plays only a minor role in long-period perturbations in Lageos orbit.
41^'_
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It is clear from the periodic nature of (28) that Lambertian reflection cannot explain the ob-
served secular decay of 1.1mni day —I
 in the semimajor axis (e.g., Rubincam, 1982). This has been
attributed to charged particle drag (Afonso et al , 1980, Mignard, 1981 ; Rubincam, 1982; A-
fonso et al., 1985). Morgan (1984), however, suggests the decay may he caused by forward scat
-
tering due to a morning-evening asymmetry in the albedo.
Lambertian reflection cannot explain the obs ,--ned unmodeled along-track variations in accel-
eration, either. These long-period variations have magnitude 2 x 10 -12 ms-2 (e.g., Rubincam,
1985: Anselmo et al., 1983). It is obvious frxp ! .7; that the along-track albedo acceleration is of
magnitude e x 2.5 x 10 --12 ms-2 = 0.01 x 1t112 ms-2 . This is two orders of magnitude too
small to explain the observations.
The physical reason why the long-period, vark, tions in S depend on the eccentricity e is as fol-
lows. Consider the effect of a single surface : ► °ment on a circular orbit. The surface element re-
flects according to Lambert's law. On C.. • arc where the satellite approaches the element radiation
p ressure pushes the satellite against he ,direction of motion, giving a negative contribution to S.
Correspondingly on the arc where the satellite moves away from the element the satellite is pushed
in the direction of motion, giving a positive contribution to S. The positive and negative contribu-
tions will exactly cancel when summed over a circular orbit because of the symmetry of the diffuse
reflection required by Lamber:'s law. The same will obviously hold true for a sum over surface ele-
ments. Hence there can be no long-period variations in along-track acceleration for a circular orbit;
only short-period. An eccentric orbit must be invoked to give tht- asymmetry needed to produce
long-period variations ill
	
thus the appearance of e.
This argument will hold regardless of the changes in albedo across the face of th,- earth. There-
fore a north-south asymmetry in the albedo cannot be invoked to explain the observed variations
in along-track acceleration as by Anselmo et al. (1983), at least not with Lambertian reflection. 	 IN
Walch (198_2) also finds Lambert's law inadequate to explain thr observations. He numerically
modeled a combination of Lambertian reflection, specular reflection, and infrared radiation using a
zonal albedo. His resulting acceleration is about all smaller than observed. This
is still an order-of-magnitude la ,-ger than that computed here. The difference is presumably due to
his inclusion of specolar reflection, which is not considc:ed here.
What then is causing the observed variations ill acceleration? One possibility is
fluctuations in charged particle drag ( Afonso et al., 1985: Rubincam. 1982). Another is varia-
tions in forward scattering (Morgan, 1984).
How well do the assumptions made hwre mimic reality? There have been some obvious simpli-
fications: higher harmonics and tesseral harnonics in the albedo, a ^; 	 length-dependent 4lbedo,
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an oblate earth, a ragged terminator, etc. have all been neglected. Perhaps more serious is the as-
sumption of a time-averaged albedo, rather than a time-varying albedo. Also, more Legendre poly-
nomials could certainly be used to improve the approximation for B, i.e., bring the dashed line
closer to the solid line in Figure 5.
All of the above probably produced negligible error compared to the main assumption: that the
earth reflects sunlight according to Lambert's law. In tact the ways in which the earth reflects
light are still poorly understood (Stephens et al., 1981, p. 9741). Clouds and land behave some-
what like Lambert's law (Jacobowitz, 1981; Stowe and Taylor, 1981; Gube, 1982, pp. 57-58), but
the oceans display a distinct anisotropic reflectance pattern with a strong specular component
(Stowe and Taylor, 1981). Snow and ice are also non-Lambertian reflectors (Stephens et al. 1981,
p. 9741). Hence the main future endeavor in this field should be in pursuing laws of reflectance
more realistic than Lambert's law. However, the problem will become much more complicated be-
cause of angular dependence as well as the space and time variations of reflecting surf ices. A start
has been made in this direction with specular reflection (Walch, 1982) and forward scattering
(Morgan, 1984).
As for the present formalism, it can be modified to examine the perturbations in Lageos'
orbit due to infrared radiation. These can then be compared to Selinal's ( 198 1 ) results. This work
is now in progress.
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APPENDIX 1
This appendix shows that the force in Lambert's law cannot be written as the gradient of a
potential .
Suppose the satellite's position is at 1 in Figure 3; the force is directed along l and is propor-
tional to
	
1 cosy = xl 
xl +y l Yl +z 1 z l	zl
r 1 3	r13	 r1
/x l z l	 ylzl	 A	
zl,
- 1	 xi +	 YI + — z
\ r 1 4	r14	 r14 )
where r 1 2 = x 12 + y 1 2 + z12. - f this force were derivable from a potential, then one could write
2
T 1 = oV where (3V/3x) _' x,z 1 /(x 1 2 + y 1 + z  ) , etc. apart from constant, multiplicative fac-
tors. Then it should certainly be true that
	
VIYVI	 a71
	
azl	 ayl
Working this out implies that
Y1
= 0.(x12+y12+z12)2
Sine y I is not necessarily equal to zero, the above equation cannot always hold. Hence there can
be no Lambert law potential.
It is easy to see physically why this is so: the work done over a closed circuit is not zero. Con-
sider taking a particle around the elementary circuit ABCD in Figure 3. The circuit is assumed for
simplicity to lie in the y I - z 1 plane. No work is done over circular arcs BC and DA since the force 	 r
is perpendicular to the path. Over AB the work done is Or l cos 0 1 /r 1 2 , apart from constant fac-
tors where p 1 is the angle between AB and the z I axis. Likewise the work done over CD is
-Or l cos O-) /r, 2 , where 0 2 is the angle between CD and the z 1 axis. The net work is thus
Ar t (cos p 1 - cos 0 204 1 2 . This is not zero, since R1 * 0 2 . Hence the force is not conservative and
therefore not derivable from a potential.
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APPENDIX 2
The quantum-mechanics spherical harmonics Y L J (B,A) are related to the geophysical spherical
harmonics Y LJj (B,A)
 by the equation
.	 J+I JI
Y L J (B a) _	 rYU i I 1 (0'X)— (I — 26 JI JI) YLI JI,(6.a)1(41r(2 — boJ)) /z 	 J
The inverse relations are
Y LJ	 (r(2 60j)] V2 [(-1)J Y LJ(0 X)+Y L —J (0 AA ,	 J> 0
(71(2 _
 60j)] I/-
YLJ2(e,X) =	 [(—l)JYLJ(e.a) — Y L 
-J (o.a)1
	 J > 0
The geophysical spherical harmonics are defined by
Y LJ 1 (B.	 PL J (cosB ) cos MX
Y LJ2(f),X) = PL
. J(cos0) sin ma
where
PL,J(cos 9) _ (2 
— b oJ) (2L+1) (L J).l n P
	 (cos©
(L+J)!	 L,J	 )
so that
2n n
Y LJJ (0 A) Y L'J'j' (OX ) sinBd© da = 4nb LL ' bJj b11'.
0	 0
In other words, the g
eophysical spherical harmonics follow Kaula's (1966, p. 7) 41T rtormalizatioti.
Note that VI-02 (00 - X) = 0. Likewise any coefficient C LJ of Y L J WX ) is related to the coefficients
C LIJI1 ,
 CLIJI2 of the respective Y LIJII (B,a), Y LIJI ,(©,a) by
45	
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J+IJI
CLJ =
 [ir (2 - S"J) I V, (-1) 2	 IC LIJII +(I - 2SJIJ0'CUJ121
and
1
CLJ 1-	
'/
2[ - 1) J C LJ + CL-J]	 J ;?: 0
[4n(2 -60J)1
CLJ2	
'/z C( -1)J CL J -CL ]	 J > 0[41r(2 -
	 J)]
1Tl
Obviously. C L02 = 0.
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TABLE CAPTIONS
Table 1. Notation for quantities relating to Lageos. The quantities in the first part of the table re-
fer to Lagros' orbit, while those ir. the second part refer to the satellite itself. Dash (-) indicates
various numerical values arc assumed.
wt
Table 11. Notations for quantities relating to the sun, earth, and universe. Dash (--) indicates
various numerical values are assumed. Symbols not shown in Tables I and II are defined in the
text.
Table III. Unnormalized inclinations functions F Qmp(I) for V = 0. 1.
Table IV. Values for dL.
I:-	 Table V. Values for bk for Lageos, based on P = 0.5 20049 (1 + c cos f).
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TABLE I
Notation foi quantities relating to Lageos. The quantities in the first
part of the table refer to Lageos' orbit, while these in the second part
refer to the satellite itself.	 Dash (	 ) indicates various numerical
values are assumed.
Quantity Symbol _Numerical Value
Scmimajor axis a 1.227 x 10 7 m
Eccentricity a 0.004
True anomaly f
Inclination 1 109.9 deg
Mean motion n 4.645 x 10 -A s- I
Earth•Lageos distance rl
Argument of perigee c.^
Perigee rate o.w 0.2 1 12 deg day-I
Longitude of node SZ
Node rate S2 0.3425 de g day	 I
R A /r L p -
Radiation coefficient CR 1.13
Mass ML 407 kg
Radius R L 0.3 in
TABLE 11
Notation for quantities relating to the sun, earth and universe. Dash
(-) indicates various numerical values are assumed. Symbols not
shown in Tables 1 and II are defined in the text.
Quantity Symbol Numerical Value
Semimalor axis aS 1.496x  10 1 1 m
True anomaly fS
Inclination IS 23.44 deg
Earth-sun distance rS -
'	 Argument of perigee
"S -
Longitude of node SiS 0
Daily motion S t fS 0.0856 deg day - I
Solar constant FS1 376 W m-2
Earth aibedo A(9.X)
Radius of alt)edo surface RA 63M I km
Speed of light c 299H x 10 H ms	 I
Gravitation constant G 6.67x 10 -11 m3 kg-Is-2
Time t
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TABLF III
Unnormalized inclination functions F^,,p(1) f,r
Q	 m	 p FVjnp(l)
0	 0	 0 1
1	 0	 0 (sinl ) /?
1	 0	 1 (	 sinll/''
I	 I	 0 (1 +a)sl)/2
1	 I	 I (I —cosl )/2
TABU: IV
Values fog dL
L	 dL
0	 +I/4
1	 +1/2
2	 +5/16
3	 0
4	 —3112
5	 0
6	 +13/256
aA
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TABLE V
Values for bi for Lageos, based on p = 0.520049 0 + e cos Q.
R bQ
—1 0
0 +0.45795 + 0.37014 e cos f
1 +1:13058 + 1.21735 e cos f
2 +1.64127 + 2.25323 e cos f
3 +1.63083 + 3.20260 e cos f
4 11.31099 + 3.74560 e cos f
5 +0.88601 + 2.91399 e cos f
6 +0.50452 + 2.71441 e cos f
1
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. The Lageos satellite. Lageos is a completely passive satellite whose alarninum surface is
studded wiih laser retroretlectors.
Figure 2. Positions of the sun, satellite, and surface element in the inertial coordinate systerr. xyz.
The coordinate system does not rotate around with the earth. The x-axis points to the vernal equi-
nox and the z-axis lies along the rota t ion axis. Since the system is considered to be inertial, fic-
titious forces produced by the earth's motion around the sun are ignored.
Figure 3. The local frame x I y I z 1 of the surface element dS. The vector it and the circuit ABCD
are discussed in Appendix 1; otherwise tKy are to be ignored.
Figure 4. The function D (dashed line), for L summed between 0 and 6, and the exact function
cos ^ S (solid line), both plotted against ^ S . D is basically the normahied solar irradiance.
PPFigure 5. The ap proximation for the function B (dashed line), for Q summed 0 and 6, and the
exact function (solid line). Both are plotted against rt. A circular orbit is assumed.	 I
Figure 6. The coefficients A001 through A401 for each month. The error bars indicate one stan-
dard deviation. Arrows indicate error bars too big to fit on the graph. The larger errors are due
to sparser data because of shadowing at either pole. 	 Iy
Figure 7. The time-averaged zonal albedo of Stephens et al. ( 1981 ) (solid line), and the time-aver-
aged approximation used here (dashed line).
Figure n. The radial acceleration R over one revolution for N = 0. The sun is on the equator and
Lageos passes over the subpolar point.
Figr,re 9. 'The  radial acceleration R over one revolution for N = 2. The sun is on the equator and
Lageos passes over the subpolar point.
Figure 10. The along track acceleration S ovc, one revolution for N = 0. The sun is on the equator
and Lageos passes over the subpolar point.
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Figure 1 1. The along-track acceleration S ove
and Lageos passes over the su;-)polar point.
Figure 12. The acceleration W (nonnal to the orbital plane) over one revolution for N = 2. the
sun is on the equator and Lageos passes over the subpolar point.
Figure 13. The top graph shows the long-period changes in Lageos semimajor axis and eccentricity.
The changes in a and a have virtually the same shape; hence only one graph is used for both. The
bottom graph shows changes in inclination. Both graphs are for an earth with a uniform albedo
(N = 0) and A001 =0.3.
Figure 14. The long-period changes in the longitude of the Lageos node (top) and the argument
of perigee (bottom) with time. Th; secular change in 2 is omitted. Both gray; s are for N = 0,
Am = 0.3.
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Figure 3.	 The local frame x l y l z j of the sun-,:e:: element dS. The vector , and the circuit ABCD are discussed
in Appendix 1 ; otherwise they are to be ignored.
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Figure 13. The top graph shows the long-period changes in the Lageos semimajor axis and ec ,.:entricity with time.
The changes in a and a have virtually the same shape, hence only one graph is used for both. The bot-
tom graph shows changes in inclination. Both graphs are for an earth with a uniform albedo (N = 0)
and A601 = 0.3.
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